Decagonal quasicrystal / Structure refinement / Penrose tiling / Average unit cell Abstract. For the first time, the refinement of a decagonal Al 72 Ni 20 Co 8 quasicrystal was conducted in physical space. We used a structure factor obtained in statistical approach. As a reference lattice we took a rhombic Penrose tiling to which we applied overlapping rules of clusters. The resulting structure gives R-factor ¼ 8.0% and R w -factor ¼ 6.1%. The density of the refined structure is very close to the experimental one.
Introduction
For the last several years, the structure of decagonal quasicrystal Al 72 Ni 20 Co 8 has been thoroughly examined by many scientists (Cervellino et al., 2002; Tkakura et al., 2001; Kozakowski & Wolny, 2006) . Their work resulted in many outstanding structural descriptions of this quasicrystal. The majority of published papers focused on modeling a high-dimensional structure and associated with it, its atomic surface. We present a very first successful attempt of optimizing the structure of Al 72 Ni 20 Co 8 on the basis of an X-ray diffraction data set without referring to high-dimensional properties of decagonal quasicrystals.
For the refinement procedure we chose a model based on a rhombic Penrose tiling. This model can be embedded in both high-dimensional and real (physical) space. It is easy to prove that for a Penrose structure both approaches are fully equivalent and lead to unanimous results. They are related by an oblique projection (Kozakowski & Wolny, 2006; Steurer & Haibach, 1999) of an atomic surface onto physical space. The projected atomic surface gains a new interpretation -it becomes a probability distribution of atomic displacements measured with respect to the reference frame introduced by Wolny (Wolny, 1998) . This probability distribution is often called: Average Unit Cell (AUC). Generally, an atomic surface is not needed in order to construct an AUC. However, because these two are related by an oblique projection, we can use the atomic surface as a quicker method of getting an AUC. In case of a Penrose structure, both the AUC and the atomic surface are pentagonal in shape. If we wanted to obtain an AUC for only thick or thin rhombuses then we would get triangular distributions we can further use as an AUC for any atom decorating these tiles.
The choice of the structural model is the first step of the procedure. The second one is the decoration. It is carried out only in physical space. Because a Penrose tiling has two structural units we must choose two separate reference points in order to describe atomic positions within a thick or thin rhombus. In most cases we choose these points of rhombuses for which we obtained the triangular distributions as reference points. With such an approach we can deal with atomic positions as if they were only phase factors in the Fourier transform. The whole construction of the structure factor is therefore very similar to the traditional one with a regular unit cell, with the exception to the fact that, here, we have two structural units.
The values of atomic positions, given in a real-space reference frame, can be easily controlled during a refinement process. It is so because any physical constraints, for instance the ones following interatomic interaction, are applied to positions that are actually observed in real.
The structure factor which was used for the modeling process was calculated on the basis of a statistical method described in Wolny, 2005 and 2006) . We used rhombic tiling. Initial atomic positions were set in the vertices of rhombuses divided four times with obedience to the inflation rules. Additionally, atoms were divided into 19 groups. For each group we optimized probabilities of occupying vertices by Al and TM atoms, the shift from initial positions and two components of DebyeWaller coefficient. We refined 92 parameters.
The optimization was performed on a set of averaged and corrected 449 diffraction peaks taken by Enraf-Nonious CAD-4 four-circle diffractometer (Takakura et al., 2001 ).
Initial structure model
The structure of Al 72 Ni 20 Co 8 is known to consist of a periodic set of quasiperiodic planes stacked along the c direction. There are two planes within one period of the c axis.
These planes are related by a screw axis 10 5 . We assumed that the projection of these two planes along the c axis results in Penrose tiling.
It is very important to choose the number of refined parameters and their initial values correctly. In most cases, a choice affects the whole refinement procedure. The number of parameters, and therefore the number of decorating atoms, is limited by the number of measured diffraction peaks. With a few hundred peaks we could use only about a hundred parameters and several atoms. This restriction made us go through many initial atomic arrangements. Finally, we chose the most physically probable one which led to the very low value of R-factor. This structure is composed of thick and thin rhombuses divided three times according to the inflating rules.
Our structure units are thick and thin rhombuses of Penrose tiling divided three times with obedience to the inflation rules. All positions from 0-th, 1-th, 2-nd, and 3-rd division are occupied (occupation probability of most of the positions was set to one, although some were refined and resulted in values lower than one). We, however, also put atoms in several positions of the fourth division to fulfill the density restriction. 65 atoms decorating our structure units were divided into 19 groups. This division was made with obedience to the adherence rules of rhombuses (Kozakowski & Wolny, 2005) and overlapping rules for clusters (Duda et al., 2007) .
Structure factor
The structure factor was calculated in the real space on the basis of statistical approach. The concept of average unit cell for Penrose tiling, and details of calculating the structure factor for any decoration of rhombuses is extensively discussed in (Kozakowski & Wolny, 2005) . Here we shall only show the resulting formula:
LðSÞ is the Fourier transform of a triangular probability distribution associated with thin (S) or thick (L) rhombus at the orientation a, r a lðsÞ is the position of an atom in a given structure unit at the orientation a, p l(s) is the weight of a given atom in the structure unit, n l(s) is the number of atoms decorating thick or thin rhombus, k is a scattering vector. f l(s) is the average atomic form factor for atoms decorating thick or thin rhombus. The formula for f l(s) reads:
p obs is the occupation probability of a given vertex by an atom, p TM is concentration of TM atoms at a given position, f TM is the atomic form factor for TM atoms (weighted Co and Ni), f Al atomic form factor for Al atoms. D l(s) is the Debye-Waller factor: 
where b Ph is the phason displacement parameter.
Optimized function
We used a gradient minimization algorithm. The optimized function reads: 
F obs and F calc are the amplitudes of observed and calculated structure factor respectively, s is the standard deviation of a given diffraction peak, N peaks is the number of diffraction peaks in the data set and N atoms is the number of atoms decorating our structure units, d r and d t are the calculated and theoretical concentration of TM atoms respectively. PF 1 , PF 2 , PF 3 keep the concentration of TM atoms, displacement coefficients and chemical composition respectively in the physical boundaries.
Refinement results
The optimization was performed on a set of 449 distinct reflections (Takakura et al., 2001) . Atoms decorating the structure units were divided into 19 groups. This division is shown in Fig. 1 . For each group we optimized a shift from Penrose tiling positions in the quasiperiodic plane (Dx, Dy), occupation probability for vertices, concentration of TM atoms and two components of Debye-Waller factor. The values of parameters obtained during the re-finement process are listed in Table 1 . The numbers assigned to the groups in Table 1 correspond to the numbers marked in Fig. 1 . Every shift vector presented in Table 1 refers to a single atom that was chosen from every group. With every atom of that kind we assigned a number shown in Fig. 1 . Shifts for other atoms in a given group can be obtained by a proper rotation of the listed shift vectors. Positions of atoms decorating the vertices of structure units were frozen. Phason displacement parameter and the secondary extinction parameter have also been optimized. The refined structure is shown in Fig. 2 . The Edge length of our structure units was refined to 10.29 A and the period along c axis to 4.09 A. We obtained R-factor ¼ 8.0% and R w -factor ¼ 6.1%. The F obs /F calc plot for the final structure in the logarithmic scale is shown in Fig. 3 .
The density parameters of the optimized structure reached very realistic values: point density -0.0663 A
À3
and overall density -3.89 g/cm 3 . Experimental values are 0.0661 A À3 and 3.94 g/cm 3 . The refined structure gives reasonable interatomic distances.
Conclusions
In this paper we have described the preliminary results of the X-ray structure analysis of a decagonal quasicrystal Al 72 Ni 20 Co 8 . For the first time the refinement was conducted with only external-space parameters.
Structure refinement of decagonal quasicrystal We used a decorated rhombic Penrose tiling as an initial structure for the refinement process. Having checked many possible decorations we chose the one that was most probable and led to the lowest value of R-factor. With the statistical approach we could derive the structure factor unrelated to the perpendicular space. This is a very convenient approach as it allows us to treat atomic positions as phase coefficients of the Fourier transform. Furthermore, the structure factor we use was derived in a strict; i.e. without any approximations, mathematical way.
We obtained R-factor at the level of 8.0% and the R w -factor at the level of 6.1%. 92 parameters were refined. Refined shift parameters are very small (an order of 1% of the lattice constant) which follows that atomic positions are very close to the initial coordinates of the Penrose tiling. The resulting structure has the exact chemical composition Al 72 TM 28 . Our model also gives good values of density. The refined structure has the point density 0.0663 A À3 and overall density 3.89 g/cm 3 . The main achievement of this paper is to demonstrate the refinement procedure fully based on physical coordinates of decorating atoms. Additionally, it was our secondary goal to prove that by using the statistical approach the final results are as accurate as in the high-dimensional approach and connected with it, the atomic surface modeling procedure (Takakura et al., 2001) . In several aspects though, there are some small but noticeable differences between the results of these two refinements. A larger diffraction data set should improve the results and clarify the differences.
There is another advantage of working with only physical coordinates. Because interpretation of atomic positions is straightforward, it is very easy to apply to them any physical constrictions, like minimizing elastic deformation energy of relative interatomic distances which is crucial for the energetic stability of the refined structure
In this paper a model based on rhombic Penrose tiling was used. The statistical method, which was used for deriving the structure factor, is not limited in any way. Therefore, it can be used for many different types of coverings. For example, statistical method was very successful in deriving the structure factor for the whole family of kite-clusters (Duda et al., 2006) where, additionally, we had to take into account the overlapping rules.
